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Abstract. In this paper, we establish that the number of edge 3-colorings of a finite planar cubic 
graph G, i.e., 3-colorings of its interchange graph H, is equal to 2*lPermanent(A)l, where N is 
the number of edges of G, and A is the 2N X 2iV square matrix formed by repeating each row 
of the N X 2N vertexdirected edge incidence matrix of H (with an arbitrary orientation). As 
the number of 4-colorings of a finite maximal (fully triangulated) planar graph is equal to four 
times the number of edge 3-colorings of its planar cubic dual, this result gives a formula for the 
number of 4-colorings of a finite maximal planar graph. 
Let “graph” mean finite graph without loops (edges whose endpoints 
coincide) throughout this paper. Given a graph G, let V(G) denote its 
vertex set and E(G) its edge set. If G is directed, let us identify each edge 
with the ordered pair (u, u) of its initial and terminal vertices. 
Definition 1. Given a graph G and positive integer Y, an r-coloring of G 
is a function f : V(G) + (0, 1, . . . . Y - 1) such that f(u) # f(u) whenever 
u and u are the endpoints of an edge in G. 
Definition 2. Given a directed graph G with vertices labeled u1 , u2, . . . . 
p,(x,,x,,...,x,)= II 
U, 1) 
{(Xi -Xi): (Vi, I+) is an edge of G} 
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Given G as above and Y a positive integer, note that f : V(G) -+ { 0, 1, 
“‘, r - 1) is an r-coloring of G if and only if 
Thus, given any function h : (0, 1, . . . . r - l}N -+ R, if 
(1) ‘z’ ‘i$ . . . k’ h&,x,, . . . ,x,)PG(xI,x2, . . ..xjjI) 
x1=0 x2=0 xi,,=0 
is not equal to 0, then G is r-colorable. 
Lemma I. Given N a positive integer, sl, s2, . . . , sN nonnegative integers, 
and P(X,, X2, . . . . XN) E R[X,, X2, . . . . XN 1 of degree 5 s1 + s2 + . . . + 
rN, then the following are equal: 
; 2a) 
s1 c E ( - 1) $1+X1 . . . p(x,, x,, . . ..xN) 3 
x1=0 x,=0 
(2W ($$ (;)“’ . . . (3” p(x,,x,, . . ..x.) - 
Proof. This is a simple extension of the well-known identity 
(3) 2 (-1)“‘” [;) x’= [“r! 
ifOLr<s, 
x=0 ifr=s,s>O. 
By linearity, it suffices to let P(X, , X2, . . . . XN) = yll f? . . . X2, where 
2: 1 ri I C~ 1si- If ri < Si for some i, then expression (2a) is zero by eq. 
(3), and so is expression (2b). Thus we need only consider the case in 
which ri = Si, i = 1, 2, . . . . N, for which, by eq. (3), we have (2a) = rl ! r2 ! 
. . . rN ! = (2b). 
Returning to the graph of Definition 2, if E(G) I= (r - 1) I V(G)1 , then sub. 
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stituting II~I(-l)Xi+‘-l (2;‘) f or h in eq. (l), and using Lemma 1, we find 
that if 
(4) (&y(&) -l... (++TJ1 P,(Xl,X2, . ..) XN) 
is not zero, then G is (r)-colorable. We now examine a class of graphs in 
which expression (4) actually provides us with the number of (r)-colorings. 
Before proceeding to the main result, we define some useful terms. A 
graph is cubic if each vertex is incident with exactly 3 edges. Given a 
graph G, its interchange graph is the graph whose vertices correspond to 
edges of G, two being joined by 1 (2) edge(s), if and only if they corres- 
pond to edges in G with 1 (2) common endpoint(s). Given G cubic with 
interchange graph H, it is clear that 
t IE(H)I = IV(H)1 = IE(G)I = 3 lV(G)l. 
Given a directed graph G with vertices labeled V, , V, , . . . . V, and ed- 
ges labeled el , e2, . . . . eM, the vertex-directed edge incidence matrix I(G) 
is the N X M matrix with the (i, j)th entry equal to 0 if Vi is not incident 
with ej and 1 (- 1) if Vi is the terminal (initial) endpoint of ej. Given an 
N X M matrix A = [a(i,i) ] , let 2A be the 2N X M matrix [b(i i,], where 
b(i, j) = a ([(i+1)/2],j)y i*esy 2A is formed by repeating each row of A. 
We now prove our main result. 
Theorem. Given a planar cubic graph G with interchange graph H, and 
N = IE(G)I = I V(H) I, the following quantities are equal: 
(i) the number of 3-colorings of H (edge 3-colorings of G); 
(ii) 2-N IPermanent(21(H)) I ; 
(iii) 
2-Nl(&)2 (&)’ --- (3’ p,(x,,x,, -*,x,) 1 
(H with arbitrary labeling and orientation) . 
Proof. Fix G to be a planar cubic graph with vertices labeled 
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v, 3 v, > ---, v,N/, 9 and edges labeled er , e2, . . . . eN. Let H be the inter- 
change graph of G, with vertices labeled eI , F2, . . . . eN & corresponding 
to the edge ei of G), and edges labeled fi , f2, . . . . fxN, each directed arbi- 
trarily . 
We first show that (ii) = (iii). LettingfO,r , y2, . . . . yuv> = PH (yr + y2, 
y3 +y4 , ...,Y~~_~ +yqN) and using Lemma 1, we have 2N times ex- 
pression (iii) or (ignoring sign) 
= c 5 . . . 5 (-1>“1 (2,) (-l>“Z (2,) --. (-l)xN (2,) 
x1=0 x2=0 xN=o 
=h h... b (-1,” (-ly2 . . . (- l)“lrf(yr ,y2, . . . . y;N) 
y1=0 y2=0 Y.&y’0 
a a -- &f(y,,l;,, ---,y& > 
which is equal to the coefficient of.yr y2 . . . yzN in the expansion of 
f(yl, Y,, --,Y2N)- But 
= ‘~ (c” 21(H)(j,j~Yi . 
j=l i=l 
1 
Thus the Coefficient of y1 y2 . . . yzN inj(yl, y2, . . . . y& is equal to the 
sum, over all permutations 0 of { 1, 2, . . . . 2N}, of 
or the permanent-of 2I(H), which establishes this part of the proof. 
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We now show that (i) = (ii). Given U-E V(G), let e; e’ and et’ be the 
three edges in G incident with.u, and let E,, be the set of the three edges 
in H each of whose endpoints correspond to e, ,e’ or et’. Let 
~P,(X,, x, 3 ---, X, ) =’ n {(Xi 2 Xi): (Ti, q) is an edge in E,} . 
C&j) 
Since the sets E,, u ranging over V(G), form a partition of E(H), we have 
(5) p,w,,x,, ..‘, XN) = l--l P,(X,,X,, . . . . Xl) 
UE V(G) 
Given any function f : V(H) + '{ 0, 1, 2)) let PJj) denote P,(f& ); 
f&), . . .._fGj& and let P&l denote PHV& ),.f(Q, . .. ..fG~)) 
Now by Lemma 1, 2N times expression (iii) is equal to 
5 . . . c (-1)Xl(2J . . . ,I,(:) P&r, ..‘, XN) = 
XN’O 
ring of H 
since PH (f) f 0 if and only if f is a 3-coloring of H for f : V(H) + { 0, 1, 
2). As If-- l(O) I= If-1 (1) I = If--l (2) I = jN for any 3-coloring f, expresi 
sion (6) reduces to 
(7) _2N/3 
f a colo- 
ring of H 
Clearly, lP,(f) I = 2 for u E V(G) and 3-coloring f, so using eq. (5), we 
can write expression (7) as 
G2)N c II sign(P,V)) . 
f a 3-colo- v& V(H) 
ring of H 
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Thus it suffices to prove that II vE V(H) sign&m) is the same for all colo- 
ringsf. The assumption that G is planar is needed here - this does not 
hold for the complete bipartite graph of order 3. 
Choose an embedding $ of G in the plane and a 3-coloringf of H (if 
H is not 3-colorable, we are done). For each vertex u in G joining edges 
e, e’ and e”, choose a small circle in the plane with center $(u) which 
intersects G(e), +(e’) and $(e”) each at one point, and let r(u) = + 1(-l) 
if by tracing counterclockwise (clockwise) around the circle, we cross 
the embedding of edges with color (induced by f) 0, 1 and 2, in that 
order. 
It is easy to verify that the sign of P,(f) = XT(U) for each vertex u in 
G, where X is equal to + 1 or - 1 depending on the orientation of the ed- 
ges of H but not on the choice off. Thus it suffices to prove that 
(8) l-l T(U) = -p/3 (= -IN). 
LJEV(C) 
Let A be the number of vertices u such that r(u) = 1, and B the num- 
ber such that r(u) = - 1. The rest of the proof easily follows from a re- 
sult of Fisk [ I] which asserts that A = B (mod 4). For A + B = 3N, and 
thus 2B = $A! (mod 4). This implies that B z QN (mod 2) which esta- 
blishes (8) and completes the proof. 
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